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FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear Colleagues,
It is hard to believe summer is over and we are heading into another Fall season. GMGMA’s annual meeting in late
April/early May was very successful. We thank you for your attendance. Another summer highlight was the viewing
of a total eclipse of the sun. How awesome was that!
Every year it seems as if there is something new and this year is no exception. Due to the opioid crisis that our state
and country are experiencing, there is a state mandate that we must now make sure that our physicians register with
the state Prescription Drug Monitoring Program and are educated/aware of the prescribing limits. As I am writing
to you today, Georgia physicians are meeting in Atlanta to discuss this very topic. GMGMA will also focus educating
our Managers and Administrators (and your staff if you can have them attend the meeting) on this important topic.
Other topics for the Fall Forum are:
• The release of medical records with the new HITECH regulations
• Increased use of mid-level Providers within our Practices. How we can be/remain competitive with salary and benefits and still
muster a profit?
• New trends in Telemedicine and how they may impact your Practice in ways you might not even know!
• Learn ways to communicate with your physicians to show them what you are worth and how you enhance their Practice.
• Drug costs and how they impact our healthcare cost
• MGMA - Washington update
• And……..a possible “special guest”
In addition, I want to let you know that the Board listened to your feedback from last year’s Fall Forum meeting and has worked hard on revamping the program to better suit our membership’s needs. We have changed the format from a one day format to one and a half day format
to allow more time for interaction with the speakers and exhibitors and for networking with your colleagues. Also, due to space limitations at
the Le Meridien Perimeter Hotel in Atlanta, we have moved the meeting venue to the Legacy Lodge at Lake Lanier Islands.
You do not want to miss this great program plus the opportunity to network with your peers. Please mark your calendars to attend and bring
your staff and fellow managers.
Whether you want to set yourself up to be a successful manager or want to continue on the successful road you may already be traveling, we
ask that you consider attending our Fall Forum meeting.
I look forward to seeing everyone on November 9th – 10th at Lake Lanier Islands!

Marilyn Smolinski

President | msmolinski@mariettaobgyn.com
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PLANNING AHEAD TO

SECURE FUTURE CASH FLOW

WRITTEN BY MATT MCCLURE, SVP MEDICAL BANKING, COMMERCIAL BANKING

F

or nearly a decade, from 2007 through December of
2016, businesses in the U.S. enjoyed the benefits of a
declining to near 0% interest rate environment with
minimal risk of rate increases that would impact cash flow.
Group medical practices too enjoyed low interest rates
and the resulting low monthly payments on lines of credit,
equipment loans, building loans and even physician buy-in
loans. After a decade of historically low interest rates, it is
easy to lose sight of the initially subtle impact to cash flow
from creeping interest rates. But once rates begin to move
up they can move up quickly and can catch even the most
proactive Practice Manager off guard.
Increases in all the major interest rate indexes, including
the U.S. Prime Rate, U.S. Treasuries and LIBOR (London
Inter-Bank Offer Rate), over the past 12 months are an indication that both U.S. and international markets have more
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confidence in global economies. However, with continued
confidence, comes the certainty that more interest rate increases are ahead. Expectations for interest rate increases in
2017 have ranged from two to four. While the timing and
level of interest rate increases are uncertain, what is certain
is that rates are forecast to continue to increase steadily over
the next 24 months. In a declining to flat interest rate environment there is minimal need to forecast the impact of
increasing interest rates on cash flow. But now that we have
moved in to a rising rate environment it is important for every medical practice to begin modeling the impact interest
rate increases will have on existing and future debt. If you
have a loan that is based on a floating rate tied to the U.S.
Prime Rate, you have already seen your monthly payment
creep up slightly with interest rate increases in December of
2016 and more recently in March of this year. With many

practices facing tightening cash flow from reductions in
reimbursements and increasing challenges with collections,
higher loan payments are insult to injury.
So you may be thinking, “With all that I have to manage
already, are increasing interest rates and financing costs
areas that I can easily address and positively impact?”
There are a few steps that you can take to prepare your
practice for increasing interest rates and the resulting impact to cash flow. The first step is to review the current and
future (next 12-24 months) financing needs to determine
the amount, type and timing of financing that your practice
will require. Financing requirements may be in the form of
a line of credit to support short term working capital needs
or possibly a term loan to purchase a new imaging system
or complete the build out of a new/expanded office space.
If your practice is planning on an equipment purchase, an
office renovation or a new building acquisition it is worth
exploring the possibility of moving your time line up slightly to catch lower interest rates.
A second step to consider is reviewing current loans that
carry any type of a balloon payment which are set to mature
over the next 12-36 months. A balloon payment simply
means that when the loan matures there will be a balance
left to refinance in to a new loan. While it is a certainty that
interest rates are going to continue to raise over the next
two years you may have the option to refinance a loan prior
to its maturity allowing your practice to refinance in to a
lower interest rate than it may be able to in 12-36 months.
A third step to consider is consulting with a banking
professional who is familiar with medical banking and the
unique cash flow challenges facing group medical practices.
A medical banking specialist can work with you to review
your Practice’s near and longer term financing needs and
offer guidance on various financing structures to benefit
your practice. This specialist can also provide assistance
through discussing not just the impact of increasing interest
Ranked as a
rates on cash flow but also the possibility
leading of specialized
financing offers including low or
no down payment loan
Healthcare

options that allow your practice to keep more money in its
operating account.
If you do not already have one, developing a good working relationship with your practice’s banker is important as
a medical banking specialist who knows your industry and
practice can offer you valuable suggestions and function as
a sounding board for future decisions. Preparing for the
future of your practice is a primary focus of your role as a
Practice Administrator/Manager however, there is no need
to go it alone.
Matt McClure is a Sr. Vice President and Medical Banking Specialist with Synovus Bank/Bank of North Georgia in
Atlanta. n
Matt McClure
SVP- Medical Banking
Commercial Banking
BANK OF NORTH GEORGIA
A Division of Synovus Bank
mattmcclure@bankofnorthgeorgia.com
678-474-1523 (O)
678-474-1531 (F)
http://www.bankofnorthgeorgia.com/
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ACMPE CORNER

W

ow, summer has flown by and it feels like time is
passing at a record high rate. I am sure you all are
like me…..struggling to get caught up in our offices. I feel like I go from one deadline to another and never
feel completely current with any of the projects that I have on
my planning timeline. I certainly don’t want to add another
task to your lists but we are approaching a deadline that will
affect the ACMPE certification process for many of you.

6
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If you have not completed your certification, the eligibility
requirements will be changing.
**January 2019, in addition to experience requirements,
applicants will be required to hold a bachelor’s degree or
120 college credit hours upon applying. If you do not meet
these requirements, you will have until December 31, 2018
to complete your certification**
Now is the time to check this off and I assure you……..
you will never regret completing this process!
Congratulations to our new nominees and certified members!
We would also like to begin “highlighting” Fellows’
papers from our membership in our newsletters. Once I am
notified of a new Fellow, I would like to reach out to that
candidate to request permission to print their manuscript in
our newsletter.
As the ACMPE Forum representative, I am here to help
you. Please let me know if you have questions or need to
access all the resources that GMGMA members have available!!
Respectfully,
Annette Sloan, RN, FACMPE, CPC n

UPCOMING EXAM DATES:
DEC. 2-16, 2017
EXAM REGISTRATION
OCT. 23- NOV. 6, 2017
MAR. 10-24, 2018
EXAM REGISTRATION
JAN. 22- FEB. 8, 2018
JUNE 9-23, 2018
EXAM REGISTRATION
APR. 23- MAY 7, 2018
SEPT. 8-22, 2018
EXAM REGISTRATION
JULY 23- AUG. 7, 2018
DEC. 1-15, 2018
EXAM REGISTRATION
OCT. 22- NOV. 6, 2018

PARTNER TO SUCCEED
Learn about support available to
your practice for the shift to
value-based care

404.448.2951
georgiadoctors@priviahealth.com
priviamedicalgroup.com
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MAXIMIZE YOUR PROFITABILITY

THROUGH REAL ESTATE

WRITTEN BY KELLY EDGE, AGENT, CARR HEALTHCARE REALTY

LET’S START WITH SOME BASICS:

AXIMIZE YOUR PROFITABILITY THROUGH REAL ESTATE

1.
2.

Unless you own a mobile clinic, you will need an
LET’S START WITH SOME BASICS:
office space to see patients

1
3. In today’s economy,2maximizing profitability is
not only a desire, but it’s also essential for most
practices to stay in business
3

A practice’s office lease
or mortgage is typically
Unless you own a mobile clinic, you will need an
office space to see patients
it’s second-highest expense
A practice’s office lease or mortgage is typically
it’s second-highest expense

N

In today’s economy, maximizing profitability is
not only a desire, but it’s also essential for most
practices to stay in business

ow let’s dig in further. If you own a practice, you
most likely have an office. That office carries with
it many
expenses:
the most
obvious is the monthly
ONLY
HEALTHCARE.
ONLY TENANTS
& BUYERS.™
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rent or mortgage. With an office space also comes staff and
payroll as well. These two items are not
only needed to have a practice, but are also the two highest
expenses for most practices. That being the case, only one
of them is really negotiable. You may decide to cut staff, but
when it comes to payroll, you either pay people what they
are valued at, or they go somewhere that will pay them.
Real estate however, is 100% negotiable. You can decide if
you want to be in an office building, retail center or medical
office building. You can decide if you lease or own. You can
determine the size, location, and amenities your space will
offer. You can choose to be in a stand-alone or multi-tenant
building. You can determine the length of lease, concessions
you ask for, economic terms, business terms, etc.
So if real estate is your second highest expense behind
payroll, and if there are so many options and choices to
make when it comes to your office space, how can you
maximize the opportunity?
To start, you need to understand how the game is played.
As a healthcare professional, the playing field is not level.
You are a healthcare professional who might engage in 2
to 6 commercial transactions in your career; whereas most
landlords and sellers negotiate professionally for a living.
You specialize in your field; they specialize in their field. If
the outcome was based upon understanding medicine or

even more leverage so they can win. Why? Because they u
to each negotiation. For them, if they give up unnecessa
to, it costs them tens to hundreds of thousands of dollars
items you are trying to maximize and capitalize on.

providing a health related service, you would probably win.
Large national tenants and buyers understand this conce
However, the process and outcome are instead based
would find they either hire professional representation on
upon comprehensive real estate market knowledge,
professionals who are trained and equipped to maximi
authoritative posturing, and negotiation expertise. Winning
upside or downside involved in every transaction, and the
in every transaction.
requires having more options, understanding the correct
timing, posture and negotiation tactics that landlords
Most doctors and administrators don’t understand that c
use, and in many cases, being able to withstand the stress
paid the same as they are in residential real estate: by th
not cost the practice more money. Fees are set aside in ad
and conflict that many landlords and sellers use to exploit
representation, or the landlord or seller keeps that money
unsophisticated tenants and buyers.
broker that understands healthcare, only works for you as
Let’s focus on a few of these concepts. If you start the
the tenant or buyer, can help you find the most options,
transaction
at
the
wrong
time,
you
lose
leverage
and
posture.
the strongestat
game
and who
canyou
take and
absorb
Let’s focus on a few of these concepts. If you start the has
transaction
theplan,
wrong
time,
lose
leverage an
If
you
don’t
know
the
market,
you
are
simply
begging
or
the conflict
confrontation
is inherent
in every
posture. If you don’t know the market, you are simply begging
orand
bluffing.
If youthat
can’t
handle
conflict, you wi
bluffing.
If you can’t
handle
conflict,
you will
most
likely from the
negotiation
that involves
a lot
money.you
In doing
so you are
most likely
receive
even
more
pressure
and
stress
landlord
or seller
toofmake
uncomfortable
an
receive
even
more
pressure
and
stress
from
the
landlord
or
orce you into making a decision that you will regret. positioning yourself to win.
seller to make you uncomfortable and force you into making
The bottom line is there are tens to hundreds of
a
decision
that
you
will
regret.
thousands of dollars
available to either
wongoing
or lost to
in be viewed
And even if you could overcome all of these, without professional
representation
youbeare
Andand
even if
younot
couldgoing
overcome
of these,the
without
everyiscommercial
realto
estate
transaction;
with
as a novice
are
to all
receive
respect that
necessary
achieve
the especially
most favorable
term
professional
representation
you
are
going
to
be
viewed
as
healthcare real estate. Your profitability affects your patients,
available to you.
a novice and are not going to receive the respect that is
your staff, your
family,
many
Maximize
everystart by und
If you
are and
looking
to others.
maximize
profitability,
necessary to achieve the most favorable terms available to
or
mortgage.
Then,
make
the
choice
to
hire of
representatio
commercial real estate opportunity by taking advantage
estate
broker
that
understands
healthcare,
only
you.
theTENANTS
best resources
to you. Winning on your next works fo
ONLY HEALTHCARE. ONLY
&available
BUYERS.™
most
options,
has the strongest game plan, and who can
Nearly all landlords and sellers hire or consult with
commercial real
estate transaction
can transform
your a lot of mon
is inherent
in every negotiation
that involves
professional commercial real estate brokers to give them
practice!
The bottom line is there are tens to hundreds of thousa
even more leverage so they can win. Why? Because they
Carr Healthcare
Realty is the nation’s leading provider of
every commercial real estate transaction; especially with
understand what is really on the table when it comes to
commercial real
estateyour
services
healthcare
tenants
patients,
staff,for
your
family, and
many and
others. Maximiz
advantage
of
the
best
resources
available
to you. Winning
each negotiation. For them, if they give up unnecessary
buyers. Every year, thousands of medical, dental, veterinary
transform
your
practice!
concessions or go lower on rates than they need to, it costs
and other healthcare practices trust Carr Healthcare Realty
them tens to hundreds of thousands of dollars of profit per
Realtyon
is their
the nation’s
to achieve theCarr
mostHealthcare
favorable terms
lease andleading provider
lease. The reality is, those are the same items you are trying
tenants and
buyers.
Every year,
thousands
purchase negotiations.
Carr
Healthcare
Realty’s
team ofof medical, de
to maximize and capitalize on.
Carr
Healthcare
Realty
to
achieve
the
most favorable te
experts assist with start-ups, lease renewals, expansions,
Healthcare
Realty’s
team
of
experts
assist
Large national tenants and buyers understand this concept relocations, additional offices, purchases, and practice with start-ups
offices, purchases, and practice transitions. Healthcare pra
as well. If you polled fortune 500 companies, you would
transitions. Healthcare
practices choose Carr to save them a
of time and money; while ensuring their interests are alwa
find they either hire professional representation on every
substantial amount of time and money; while ensuring their
transaction, or they have a team of in-house professionals
interests are always first. n
Kelly
who are trained and equipped to maximize the opportunity.
Agent
They understand the potential upside or downside involved
Kelly Edge, Agent
Atlanta
in every transaction, and they are committed to getting the
Atlan
770.841.8017
best possible terms in every transaction.
770.84
Kelly.Edge@carrhr.com
Kelly.Ed
Most doctors and administrators don’t understand that
commissions in commercial real estate are typically paid
ONLY HEALTHCARE. ONLY
the same as they are in residential real estate: by the seller
or landlord. This means representation does not cost the
practice more money. Fees are set aside in advance and are
either used to provide each party with representation, or the
landlord or seller keeps that money or gives their broker a
double commission.
If you are looking to maximize profitability, start by
understanding how much is on the line with your lease or
mortgage. Then, make the choice to hire representation
that is 100% free to you. Select a commercial real estate
a better practice.
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THE

ANNUAL

GMGMA
MEETING

H I LT O N H E A D , S . C .

2017

T

he Annual GMGMA
Meeting was held in Hilton Head, S.C. this past
May. It was a tremendous success in many ways. As always,
there were very informative
speakers and networking opportunities that proved invaluable
to the members that attended
the conference. Here are some
pictures that chronicle our event
and showcase our members,
business partners and speakers.
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One more thing……..the Board has heard your
feedback and made a change to the Fall meeting
schedule. Please clear your calendar and plan to attend the next GMGMA Meeting that with be our Fall
Forum. It is scheduled for Thursday, November 9th
(all day) and Friday, November 10th (half day) at the
gorgeously picturesque Lake Lanier Islands location.
Information about speakers and other details will be
forthcoming soon.

The GMGMA Board promises to have some excellent speakers plus timely and pertinent topics to educate and inspire the Managers and Administrators
of the state of Georgia. Make plans to come and be
amazed! GMGMA – making leaning enjoyable and
as our mission states, “GMGMA provides educational opportunities and resources to promote professionalism in practice management.” Come enhance
your skills and knowledge!

Summer 2017 | PROGRESS NOTES
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SPRING TECHNOLOGY CLEANING TIME:

ORGANIZE YOUR LIFE!

WRITTEN BY: BETH ZIESENIS, YOUR NERDY BEST FRIEND

I

t’s time for spring cleaning – and not just for your
house! Here are six tech tools to help you organize several areas of your life to simplify and de-clutter.

ORGANIZE YOUR
PASSWORDS

LastPass | lastpass.com
$0 for the basic version
or $12/year for deluxe
If you do nothing else this year, at least get a grip on your
passwords. LastPass saves all the passwords in its vault so
you don’t have to keep using the sticky note system around
your computer monitor. Use the Security Challenge button
to discover all the usernames and passwords for every site
you’ve visited – then let LastPass identify duplicate and
weak passwords to replace them with safer choices.

ORGANIZE YOUR
MONTHLY STATEMENTS

FileThis | filethis.com
$0 for up to six accounts or starting at
$2 a month for more
Stop scouring your shoeboxes for that one credit card
statement from two years ago. FileThis lets you hook up
accounts that have statements, such as bills, credit cards,

12 PROGRESS NOTES | Summer 2017

banking and more. The service automatically collects the
statements and organizes them into folders on Dropbox or
other cloud-storage services.

ORGANIZE YOUR
MEDICAL INFORMATION

CareZone | carezone.com
Free

CareZone is the perfect place to organize your health
information -- and, maybe more importantly, -- the health
info of someone you care for. The app lets you scan prescriptions to track refills, doses and usage. You can also
keep track of symptoms, organize medical appointments
and collect critical documents.

ORGANIZE YOUR
TRAVEL PLANS

TripIt | tripit.com
$0 for the basic version or pro plan for
$49/year
If you have ever fumbled in a taxi to find the name of
your hotel, TripIt can help. Just forward every electronic
travel confirmation you receive to plans@tripit.com, and
TripIt will convert all the details into an itinerary
continued at
on your
page 14…

We have been defending our
Georgia owners for more than

32
YEARS
Founded by Georgia physicians, we offer:

• Medical malpractice insurance for Georgia physicians

®

®

• The best Georgia attorneys
• Georgia peer physician claims review
• Consistent dividends*

Call 800-282-4882 or visit MagMutual.com

Partner of

* Dividend payments are declared at the discretion of the MAG Mutual Insurance Company Board of Directors. Since
inception, MAG Mutual Insurance Company has distributed more than $136 million in dividends to our policyholders.
Insurance products and services are issued and underwritten by MAG Mutual Insurance Company and its affiliates.
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…continued from page 12

fingertips, automatically grouped by trip and
organized together. When you leave for a MGMA
conference, your travel schedule can be organized
into digital cards you can flip through on your
mobile device to see confirmation numbers, flight
times, hotel locations and even the weather where
you’re headed. The pro version keeps an eye on
flight prices and notifies you when the price drops
below what you paid.

ORGANIZE YOUR
FAMILY SCHEDULES

Cozi Family Organizer | cozi.
com
$0 for the basic version
or Cozi Gold for $19.99/year
Having trouble keeping track of your busy life,
much less your spouse’s and kids? Cozi Family
Organizer brings everyone’s schedules together for
an at-a-glance look at your busy family so you can
focus on your practice. You can also share to-do
and grocery lists, as well as a family journal to cherish memories.

ORGANIZE YOUR
FINANCES

Mint | mint.com
Free

Mint has been one of the top financial organization and budgeting systems for many years.
Once you connect your accounts, Mint gives you
a snapshot of your finances, helps you create a
budget, lets you pay your bills and keeps an eye on
your investments. Alerts tell you about suspicious
activity, upcoming bills and even bank fees you
might overlook. You can even get a heads up when
you exceed your budget. n
Beth Ziesenis is Your Nerdy Best Friend. She is the author of
several books on technology including her upcoming book The
Big Book of Apps, available soon on Amazon.com. Beth travels
the country talking to organizations about free and bargain
technology. Sign up for her newsletter for more tips at www.
yournerdybestfriend.com.
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THE DOCTORS COMPANY
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Build a lasting legacy.
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Our dedicated team offers customized solutions
PATIENTCO
to help you grow your practice.
PHYSICIAN’S ALLIANCE
PHYTEST
PROASSURANCE
SPECTRUM ENTERPRISE
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SYNOVUS BANK
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C A R O LY N’S Communications
A higher calling.

National award-winning medical
answering call center serving the
community for over 35Years.
770-979-3070
carolynscommunications.com
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MIPS REPORTING:

GETTING OFF ON THE RIGHT FOOT

WRITTEN BY MARTIE ROSS

A

physician who did not report performance on quality measures to the Physician Quality Reporting
System (PQRS) for 2015 now faces a 6% penalty on
all Medicare Part B payments. The same penalty will apply
in 2018 for physicians who do not report performance for
2016.
In addition to PQRS penalties, a 3% penalty now is assessed against physicians who did not attest to meaningful
use (MU) of an electronic health record (EHR) for 2015.
Again, the 3% MU penalty will apply in 2018 for physicians
who did not attest for 2016.
For 2017, new reporting requirements under the Merit-Based Incentive Payment System (MIPS) will take the
place of PQRS reporting and MU attestation. If a physician
elects not to report any data under MIPS for 2017, he or
she will be subject to a 4% penalty on all Medicare Part B
payments in 2019.
For a physician who will be subject to the maximum 9%
penalty in 2018 for failure to both report performance to
PQRS and attest to MU for 2016, MIPS will mean a 5%

increase in Medicare Part B payments in 2019, assuming the
physician does not report under MIPS for 2017.
By submitting only a minimum amount of 2017 performance data to CMS, however, a physician can avoid the 4%
MIPS penalty in 2019. To assist physicians in transitioning
to MIPS, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
(CMS) created the “Pick Your Pace” program for 2017. A
physician (either individually or as part of a group) can
avoid the 4% penalty in 2019 simply by submitting data relating to a single quality measure or attesting to performing
3.5
a single clinical practice
activity.
3.5x improvement
x2 2

Option 1: Report on One Quality Measure

To successfully report on a quality measure for 2017, a
physician must report data for a continuous 90-day period for
a minimum of 20 patients that must comprise at least 50% of
the denominator-eligible patients. For example, if a physician
were to elect to report on the quality measure for controlling
high blood pressure, he or she would report the percentage of
patients, age 18-85 with a diagnosis of hypertension, whose

• EMR
• EMR
• Practice
Management
• Practice
Management

No
Nopressure...
pressure...
just
justresults.
results.
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info@healthsystems.net

blood pressure is controlled during the measurement period.
Specifically, the denominator would include patients, 1885 years of age with a diagnosis of hypertension, seen by the
physician (or, in the case of group reporting, by the group
as a whole) within the selected 90-day performance period. The numerator would be those patients whose systolic
blood pressure < 140 mmHg and diastolic blood pressure
< 90 mmHg at the most recent visit during that period.
Again, to be reportable, the denominator must include at
least 20 patients representing at least one-half of the hypertensive adults seen during the performance period.
A complete list of the 271 approved MIPS quality measures, (including the definition of the denominator and
numerator for each measure), is available on the Quality
Payment Program website. The QPP website also provides
information about the different ways in which a physician
or group can report on the measures (e.g., claims, EHR,
registry) and the applicable benchmarks for each measure.

Option 2: Report on One Clinical Practice Improvement Activity
A physician seeking to avoid the 4% penalty in 2019 may
elect to report on a clinical practice improvement activity
instead of a quality measure. In that case, the physician
(either individually or as part of a group) would attest to
having engaged in one approved activity for at least 90 continuous days during 2017. The activity does not have to be
“new;” a physician can take credit for established programs.
The complete list of the 92 activities approved for 2017
also is available on the Quality Payment Program website.
The listed activities cover a broad spectrum, from implementing an antibiotic stewardship program to providing
ambulatory care management services. The website also
provides information on reporting mechanisms.

Another Option: Report on Advancing Care Information Base Score Measures
The third option for a physician seeking to avoid the 4%
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penalty is successfully reporting on all of the measures
included in the base score for the advancing care information (ACI) component, which replaces the MU program for
physicians. For 2017, the base score measures include: (1)
conducting a security risk analysis; (2) e-prescribing; (3)
providing patient electronic access; (4) sending a summary
of care; (5) requesting and accepting a summary of care.
The first measure requires a “yes” response, while the other
four are reported with a denominator and a numerator of
at least one. Because reporting a single quality measure or
a single clinical practice improvement activity involves less
tracking and compilation of data, we anticipate few physicians will use the ACI route for avoiding the 2019 penalty.
Pursuing Bonus Payments
If a physician has successfully reported performance to
PQRS and/or attested to MU in prior years, he or she may
be ready to “pick up the pace” by pursuing MIPS bonus
payments (as opposed to merely avoiding penalties). To be
eligible for bonus payments, a physician must (1) report on
six MIPS quality measures (unless reporting through the
GPRO web interface or a qualified clinical data registry), (2)
attest to having engaged in four clinical practice improvement activities (or only two activities, if certain conditions
are satisfied), and (3) report on both the ACI base score and
performance score measures.
If a physician participates in an accountable care organization enrolled in Track 1 of the Medicare Shared Savings
Program (MSSP), his or her MIPS reporting requirements
are reduced significantly. These physicians only report on
the ACI base score and performance score measures; the
balance of the MIPS score is based on MSSP performance.
Physicians who elect to report individually using Part B
claims will need to include specified codes on those claims
at the time of submission for at least a 90-day period during
2017; one cannot add this information to claims at a later
time. Groups with 25 or more practitioners that elect to
report through the GPRO web interface must register by
the end of June 2017. Otherwise, physicians will report on
2017 performance during the first quarter of 2018. Now
is the time, however, to develop your MIPS game plan,
including “pick your pace,” measures selection, and process
improvement to improve performance on selected measures.
For assistance in developing your MIPS game plan, contact Martie Ross (mross@pyapc.com) or Lori Foley (lfoley@
pyapc.com). Both can be reached at (800) 270-9629. n
By Martie Ross on May 3, 2017 Posted in Healthcare Reform, Medicare,
Pay for Performance, Quality-based Compensation, Reimbursement,
Strategy
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FROM THE EDITOR

2017 DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
Georgia Medical Group Management Association, in
cooperation with our Platinum Business Partner, MAG
Mutual Insurance Company, annually sponsors a statewide
competition for the “Distinguished Service Award”. The
award was announced at this year’s GMGMA Annual Conference, at the Sonesta Resort, Hilton Head Island, SC.
The award carries a $2,000 educational scholarship. The
Distinguished Service Award is given to a GMGMA member who is nominated by their physician(s) and has exhibited exceptional management proficiency while improving
the effectiveness in the delivery of healthcare in his/her
practices and community through their recent noteworthy
achievements. The recipient also must be an active member
of Georgia MGMA.
The 2017 Distinguished Service Award winner is……
Rita Foster from Decatur, Georgia.
Rita is the current Chair for the GMGMA Newsletter
Committee, and is also a GMGMA Past President. She has
served on several committees and various roles through
the years. Rita not only provides GMGMA members with
a quality Newsletter, she is also a mentor to new members
and works behind the scenes to grow membership and add
Business Partners, and helps wherever she is needed.
Her wisdom and knowledge is revered by her colleagues,
along with her kind and generous nature.
Catherine M. Bonk, MD, the CEO of Atlanta GYN & OB,
PC, and who nominated Rita for this award, said it best in
her nomination letter:
Congratulations to Rita from MAG Mutual and GMGMA!
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Rita has served in many roles at my practice, Atlanta
Gynecology & Obstetrics, PC (AGO), for over 30 years.
She currently holds the title of Practice Administrator,
which is truly an understatement. Rita is the lifeblood
of our practice, managing as many as 8 doctors, 7 midlevels and 50 employees over her years. Some of her
accomplishments include: shepherding AGO through
an EMR conversion, a fire and complete rebuild of
one of our offices and a recent building addition.
Through Rita’s leadership our practice has been able to
organically grow a Midwifery division and to perform
GYN procedures in office.
AGO is one of the few still independent OBGYN
practices in the Atlanta market which means Rita is
the HR Department, the Marketing Department, the
Planning and Vis ionary Departments and IT. She has
also found time to hold 3 leadership roles in GMGMA
including President and her current, Newsletter Editor.
The MDs and Mid-Levels in our office have received
community and city wide awards over the years including DeKalb Medical Midwife of the Year and Atlanta
Magazine’s Top Docs listing. I am convinced that none
of these awards would have been possible without Rita’s
skillful and devoted work behind the scenes. Rita is well
known and respected in the management community
and is active in her church and home communities. In
short, Rita is the perfect candidate for the award. n

GMGMA
LOCAL
AFFILIATES

NEW
MEMBERS

Beth Hall

Southeast Georgia Health System/CHSI
Brunswick

Lillian Kloock
FFAM 360
Peachtree Corners

Carolyn Diaz

Central Savannah
River Area
CSRAMGMA
Middle GA
(MGMGMA)
Lake Lanier
(LLCMGMA)
North Fulton
(NFMGMA)
North GA
(NGMGMA)
North Metro
(NMMGMA)
Savannah Area
(SAMGMA)
South GA
(SGMGMA)

Chatham Orthopaedic Associates, P.A.
Savannah

Tameka Johnson

Joyce C. Bracy

Pediatric Ear Nose Throat of Atlanta
Atlanta

Ashley Verner

Southern Regional Physicians
Management Group, LLC
Riverdale

Marietta Neonatology, PC
Marietta
The Longstreet Clinic
Gainesville

Kelly Norling

Spooner Physical Therapy
Scottsdale

Cile H. Lind

Central GA Cancer Care PC
Macon

Mark Manning

Medical Management Services
Columbus

Jeffrey Small

Pediatric Partners of Augusta
Evans

Mark Spangler

Arthritis and Rheumatology of GA
Atlanta

Bree Bailey

Family Physicians, P.A.
Winder

Angela Greene

Chatham Orthopedics
Savannah

Matthew Queen

Venture Captive Management
Norcross

Crystal Mabine

Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta
Atlanta

Holly Mock

Coooperative Healthcare Services, Inc
Brunswick

James Martin

Persephene Cooper

Pediatric Associates of Savannah, PC
Savannah

Elizabeth Staggs

Pediatric Associates of Savnnah, PC
Savannah

Susan Cassidy

Navicent Health, Inc.
Macon

Melissa Platt

Wellbeings Occupational Healthcare
Norcross

Mary Mead

Unified Premier Women’s Care
Marietta

Nancy Gowins

Northeast Georgia Medical Center
Gainesville

Lashae Brain

Northeast Georgia Medical Center
Gainesville

Rodney P. Smith

Primary Care Group of West Georgia
Carrollton

Cherie Norris

Floyd Healthcare Management, Inc
Rome

Kelley Ownbey

Athens Healthcare for Women
Athens
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PROGRAM BREAKDOWN
7:30-8:15 a.m.
8:15-8:30 a.m.
8:30-9:30 a.m.

FORUM
CONFERENCE DETAILS
Lake Lanier Island Resort
7000 Lanier Islands Pkwy
Buford, GA 30518

Thursday, November 9

GMGMA / GA HFMA

Thursday: 8:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

www.gmgma.com

Friday, November 10

Friday, : 8:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

REGISTER ONLINE AT

12:00-1:30 p.m.
1:30-2:30 p.m.
2:30-3:00 p.m.
3:00-4:00p p.m.

6:00-9:00 p.m.

REGISTRATION BEGINS AT 7:30 A.M.

Member: $169
Non-Member: $209

10:30-11:00 a.m.
11:00-12:00 p.m.

4:00-4:15 p.m.
4:30-5:30 p.m.

NOVEMBER 9-10, 2017

REGISTRATION FEES:

9:30-10:30 a.m.

7:30-8:00 a.m
8:00-8:15 a.m
8:15-8:30 a.m
8:30-9:30 a.m
9:30-10:00 a.m
10:00-11:00 a.m
11:00-12:00 p.m.
12:00-12:15 p.m.

www.gmgma.com

Continental Breakfast
Welcome & Housekeeping Comments
“Washington Update”: Jennifer McLaughlin, SR. Associate
Director, Government Affairs MGMA
“Telehealth: It Doesn’t Affect My Practice, OR DOES IT?”: Bill Boling,
Owner/Principal, Boling & Company along with Associate Mason Reid
Break with Vendors
“Pharmacy Benefit Manager (PBM): How They Impact Health
Care” Jerry Dubberly, Principal Myers and Stauffer LC
Lunch and Vendor Time
“Your Medical Records, Are They Safe?” Michael O’Rourke, Bactes
Break with Vendors
“Open Forum: Management Salary Discussion”:
Bruce Trickle, CMPE & Andy Guth
Closing Remarks/Reminders
ADDITIONAL SESSION AVAILABLE: “ACMPE Questions & Answers”: Annette
Sloan, R.N., FACMPE, CPC, GMGMA ACMPE Representative, 2017
“Warm Fall Harvest Festivities & Dinner”
Carriage Pavilion transportation will be provided
Continental Breakfast
Welcome
“Veterans Day Ceremony”
“Lawful Prescribing and Prevention of Diversion”: Adrienne Baker,
Associate Director, Law Enforcement Liaison - Purdue Pharma
Break with Vendors
“Healthcare Update”: Congressman Buddy Carter
“Mid-Levels: Is Your Compensation Competitive?”
Mark Young, Senior Marketing Consultant, Merritt Hawkins
Closing Remarks

